
 Moose Leather Pouch

SUPPLIES

•Moose leather
•Yarn
•Cup with warm water
•Scissors
•Pipe cleaner (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather all of your supplies.

2. Place the leather into the water and let sit 
for a minute. 



3. Take the leather out and begin stretching 
it. Make a fist and press into the middle of 
the leather. With your other hand, pull of the 
edge of the leather. Repeat this all the way 
around the leather. 

You can also use your palm to do the same 
thing, or the top of the cup and pulling the 
leather down. You want the leather to stretch 
in the middle. It won’t be able to lay flat if 
you stretch it enough.  



4. Take the yarn and tie a loop at one end. 

5. Place the loop under the cup of water and 
begin to braid. 

Place the red yarn over the black or middle.



Place the white over the red or middle.

Place the black over the white or middle. 

Place the red over the white or middle. 
Repeat until all of the yarn is braided.

6. Tie the end of the yarn together. 

7. To make it easier to sew, you can place a 
pipe cleaner into the end of the braid. Stick 
the pipe cleaner through the braid. Fold the 
end of the pipe cleaner and twist to create a 
needle. 



8. Starting sewing your braid from the 
outside of the leather. Pull the braid all the 
way through until it hits the first loop knot 
you made.

9. Continue sewing, bringing the braid 
through the inside of the leather and to 
the outside. Continue going outside inside 
outside inside until you are through all of the 
holes. You may need adult help if some of 
the holes aren’t punched all the way through. 



10. Take the needle out and put the end of 
the braid through the loop at the other end. 


